N
umerous human genome sequencing projects have clearly indicated that only ≈2% of the human genome is constituted by protein-coding genes and that >90% of the genome is actively transcribed. This apparent lack of efficiency of mammalian cells has been explained with the existence of classes of RNAs biochemically similar to mRNA, but functionally different because they do not act as a template for protein synthesis. LncRNAs (long noncoding RNAs) belong to one of these classes and their crucial role in both cardiac physiology and disease has been clearly demonstrated for some of them, such as CHAST (cardiac hypertrophy-associated transcript), MIAT (myocardial infarction-associated transcript), CHRF (cardiac hypertrophy-related factor), and BACE1-AS (betasecretase 1-antisense). [1] [2] [3] [4] The function of the vast majority of them remains, however, unknown.
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LncRNAs have been identified both in the nucleus and in the cytoplasm and can function through their sequence and structure. Indeed, by associating with DNA, RNA, and proteins, they can modify gene expression and activity, either transcriptionally or posttranscriptionally.
One of the functions of lncRNAs is to regulate genomic imprinting, that is, the monoallelic silencing of specific genes, based on the parent-of-origin of the allele. In mammals, during early gametogenesis, almost 1% of protein-coding genes are epigenetically marked so that their expression occurs in a parent of origin-specific manner. 5 Genomic imprinting relies on cis-acting long-distance gene regulatory mechanisms that make use of chromatin insulators and lncRNAs. 5 There are several imprinted RNAs maternally or paternally expressed, and one of them is the paternally expressed Airn (antisense of Igf2r [insulin growth factor 2 receptor] nonprotein coding RNA, also known as Air or IGF2RAS) lncRNA (Figure) . 6 . Airn is involved in the imprinting of the maternally expressed genes of the locus, and it is transcribed from the opposite strand of the Igf2r gene, overlapping its 5′ end. 8 Worth noting is that it is the Airn transcriptional overlap through the Igf2r promoter, and not its lncRNA products, that induces imprinted Igf2r silencing, likely via transcriptional interference. 8 Most Airn transcripts avoid splicing, thus generating a large mature transcript located in the nucleus. However, spliced Airn isoforms also exist and are generally more stable and located in the cytoplasm 9 ; moreover, Airn displays conservation during evolution. These facts suggest that, although Airn sequence is not important for Igf2r imprinting, Airn might be involved in other functions requiring a cytoplasmic localization and a defined structure.
Airn Dysregulation in Mouse Heart Failure and Its Involvement in Cardiomyocyte Apoptosis and Cell Migration
The article of Hosen et al 10 elegantly investigated the functions of both unspliced and spliced Airn isoforms in mouse heart failure tissues and in a cardiomyocyte cell line (HL-1). Indeed, a careful analysis of all different isoforms expressed should be the starting point of all studies on both coding and noncoding transcripts.
Starting from previous data showing that unspliced Airn is abundantly expressed also in the heart, 9 they found that both unspliced (Airn) and one of the spliced isoforms (Airn-001) were downregulated after 4 weeks of coronary artery occlusion in a mouse model of ischemic heart failure. This dysregulation was limited to the noninfarcted remote area, suggesting a potential involvement in cardiac remodeling. Both isoforms were highly expressed into the nucleus of HL-1 cardiomyocytes, but a fraction of Airn-001 was also detected in the cytoplasm. In keeping with previous findings from different experimental systems, 9 Airn-001 spliced isoform was more stable compared with the unspliced one, suggesting an independent function.
Prompted by these observations, Hosen et al 10 analyzed the function of Airn and Airn-001 in HL-1 cardiomyocytes. Airn silencing induced cell apoptosis, decreased cells resistance to chemical stress, and reduced their ability to migrate.
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binding to the protein Igf2bp2 (insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA binding protein 2), which is important for glucose metabolism. Indeed, Igf2bp2 binds, along with many other mRNAs, the 5′ UTR (untranslated region) of IGF2 transcript regulating its translation. Intriguingly, human AIRN polymorphisms are associated with type 2 diabetes mellitus. 12 suggests that this might be an uncommon function for lncRNAs.
AIRN's Potential Role in Human Cardiovascular Diseases
As often happens with groundbreaking studies, these findings prompt many more questions than they answer. Most of the in vitro data of this first study were generated in HL-1 cells, a murine atrial-cardiomyocyte cell line. As all cell lines, HL-1 can proliferate indefinitely, in striking contrast to adult primary cardiomyocytes.
A crucial issue is understanding the link between Igf2bp2 translational-regulation by Airn, its importance for cell survival and motility, and the molecular mechanisms underpinning cardiac remodeling in failing hearts. Indeed, postischemic remodeling is characterized by both loss of cardiomyocytes 13 and extracellular matrix remodeling, 14 which further contribute to systolic dysfunction. Many efficacy studies in mouse models of ischemic and nonischemic heart failure as well as toxicology studies need to be performed to gain the necessary mechanistic insight. In this respect, mice displaying tissue-specific gain-and loss-offunction of Airn and Igf2bp2 might provide important data.
Another critical issue is the role played by AIRN for human heart physiology and disease. AIRN has been identified in humans. 15 Hosen et al 10 showed that, as in mice, human AIRN is well expressed in the heart. The extent to which the findings of this study are applicable to humans is still unknown. To fully assess the clinical relevance of AIRN, its modulation needs to be assayed in patients affected by a variety of ischemic and nonischemic heart diseases.
In human embryonic kidney cells (HEK-293) AIRN silencing decreased cell resistance to apoptosis induced by oxidative stress, suggesting functional conservation. The regulation and function of AIRN should be investigated in more relevant in vitro models, such as human iPS (induced pluripotent stem cells)-derived cardiomyocytes.
Conclusions
In conclusion, data presented by Hosen et al, 10 although preliminary and requiring further mechanistic investigation, show that Airn plays an important role in cardiomyocyte regulation of translation, migration, and resistance to stress, thus implying that AIRN dysregulation in ischemic hearts might be involved in the development of cardiac dysfunction. 
